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Abstract: This article presents an energy management method for a parallel hybrid electric vehicle
(HEV) based on approximate Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (A-PMP). The A-PMP optimizes
gearshift commands and torque distribution for overall energy efficiency. As a practical numerical
solution in PMP, the proposed methodology utilizes a piecewise linear approximation of the engine fuel
rate and state of charge (SOC) derivative by considering drivability and fuel economy simultaneously.
Moreover, battery aging is explicitly studied by introducing a control-oriented model, which aims
to investigate the effect of battery aging on the optimization performance in the development of
the HEVs. An approximate energy management strategy with piecewise linear models is then
formulated by the A-PMP, which targets a better performance for the Hamiltonian optimization.
The gearshift map is extracted from the optimal results in the standard PMP to hinder frequent
gearshift by considering both drivability and fuel economy. Utilizing an approximated Hamilton
function, the torque distribution, gearshift command, and the battery aging degradation are jointly
optimized under a unified framework. Simulations are performed for dynamic programming (DP),
PMP, and A-PMP to validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The results indicate that the
proposed methodology achieves a close fuel economy compared with the DP-based optimal solution.
Moreover, it improves the computation efficiency by 50% and energy saving by 3.5%, compared with
the PMP, while ensuring good drivability and fuel efficiency.

Keywords: hybrid electric vehicles; energy management strategy; Pontryagin’s minimum principle
(PMP); drivability

1. Introduction

1.1. Research Motivation

Environmental pollution and an energy crisis are pressuring the automotive industry to develop
energy-efficient vehicle technology. From a technology perspective, the development of energy-efficient
vehicles is one of the effective ways to realize a sustainable transportation system, therefore upgrading
the automotive sector. As an energy-efficient vehicle, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) attract increasing
attention in recent years due to excellent energy efficiency, smaller battery size, and longer range of
mileage compared with battery electric vehicles [1]. The main challenge of devising HEVs depends
on how to distribute the power among multiple power sources associated with the vehicular power
demand. It is acknowledged that improvements in the fuel efficiency of HEVs as well as reduced
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emissions are highly dependent on their energy management strategies (EMSs) [2]. The EMS is one of
the most popular topics for HEVs/Plug-in HEVs and has attracted more attention in the past decades.
It is well known that the EMSs are generally realized as rule-based EMS and optimization-based EMSs.
The rule-based EMSs can be implemented by predefining a set of logical rules according to HEV
system characteristics and operation mode [3]. Thus, the rule-based EMSs are widely employed in the
commercial application of vehicle controllers. However, the benefits from the rule-based EMSs are
quite limited and generally sub-optimal, resulting in limited energy-savings. To this end, great efforts
have been made in the field of optimization-based EMSs that can theoretically guarantee optimality.
Among many methods, Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP), which is derived from dynamic
programming (DP) through a variational approach, transforms the global optimization problem into
an instantaneous Hamiltonian optimization problem. The optimal solution of traditional PMP is
obtained by an interpolation method, while approximated models/simplified models is utilized for
approximate PMP. Taking advantage of this fact, we aim to develop an optimal energy management
strategy based on the approximate-PMP solution for parallel HEVs.

1.2. Literature Review

Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle offers necessary condition of co-state and system state for
optimization of energy management in hybrid electric vehicles. As a representative global optimization
approach, dynamic programming and Pontryagin’s minimum principle are usually employed
to develop EMSs for HEVs. As a benchmark, DP is a numerical method for solving multistage
decision-making problems [4]. It can obtain globally optimal results [5]; however, it cannot be directly
applied to vehicles in practice due to the need of prior knowledge of an entire driving cycle (speed,
road slope, etc.) as well as high computational burden. In the literature, Guzzella et al. [6] put forward
DP-based energy management strategy for parallel hybrid electric vehicles. DP is firstly developed
to devise an optimal gear shift strategy in [7]. Faras et al. [8] utilized a weighted improved DP to
optimize the power allocation for the fuel cell hybrid electric vehicles. To improve the computation
efficiency, Yang et al. [9] presented a fast DP approach for a power-split hybrid vehicle, which jointly
optimizes the power split and the component parameter. Harselaar et al. [10] proposed two methods to
enhance the implementation of DP by reducing the number of grid points. Modified DP with a velocity
prediction is also presented in [11,12] to optimize the power split.

As stated, PMP, which is an analytical optimization approach derived from a DP-based global
optimization problem, presents some advantages. For example, the form of instantaneous optimization
in PMP makes real-time control possible. PMP-based EMS is proposed by minimizing the Hamiltonian
function at each instant to optimize the power distribution in [13]. PMP provides necessary conditions
for locally optimal trajectories in [14], which can be adopted to find optimal control candidates.
Kim et al. [15] presented a PMP-based energy management strategy considering battery efficiency for
PHEVs and derived an additional condition for the inequality state constraints. Using instantaneous
driving conditions, an adaptive PMP for extended-range electric vehicles is investigated in [16].
Li et al. [17] proposed an adaptive EMS based on PMP for a fuel cell/battery hybrid vehicle to estimate
the co-state with the predicted traffic information. Xie et al. [18] employed PMP to solve the model
predictive control problem over a prediction horizon. Masood et al. [19] optimized the power split
with PMP for multiple automated power-split HEVs with flexible power demand. In real conditions,
the driving cycle is influenced by numerous factors (e.g., driver behaviors and traffic conditions).
Thus, to improve the adaptability of PMP, Park et al. [20] investigated a PMP-based energy management
strategy for plug-in HEV by considering the driver’s characteristics. The PMP utilized in fuel cell
hybrid vehicles is also developed in [21,22].

Most of the works in the literature focus on the interpolation method for implementing PMP that
may be computationally demanding. Although PMP transforms the global optimization problem into
a local optimization, the challenge of optimizing the Hamiltonian still remains, particularly for a parallel
HEV with automated mechanical transmission (AMT). The parallel HEVs with AMT are very popular
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in the HEV market, especially for commercial heavy-duty vehicles such as trucks. These vehicles need
to fulfill the increasing requirements for fuel economy, emissions, and purchase cost. Their energy
management cannot solely be specified by the optimal torque distribution but needs to be designed by
taking into account the gearshift command. Due to the clutch on/off and discrete gearshift, the optimal
solution cannot be directly obtained since it requires a derivative of the objective function. To solve
this problem, numerical PMP [23] is usually employed using discrete models (e.g., engine and motor
models with interpolation method), in which gearshift and torque split are considered as control
input. This method may lead to the interpolation error and deterioration in the optimization in terms
of accuracy of the result. Ritzmann et al. [24] optimized the torque split and gear selection based
on a mixed-integer convex problem and a non-smooth PMP to improve the computation efficiency;
however, frequent gear switching is not properly penalized. Steinbuch et al. [25] utilized a numerical
PMP to optimize the gearshift command by directly adding a penalty function. Murgovski et al. [26]
optimized the battery size for Plug-in HEVs by approximating the power limits using convex/concave
functions in kinetic energy. Ambuhl et al. [27] utilized a simplified model to derive an explicit optimal
control policy based on PMP for hybrid electric powertrains. Zheng et al. [28] compared a numerical
equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) and PMP for a fuel cell hybrid vehicle.
Hou et al. [29] proposed an approximate PMP considering the engine on/off state for a plug-in HEV.

However, frequent gearshift is not well studied, which results in discomfort of drivability. From the
aforementioned literature, it is very challenging to optimize gearshift command and torque distribution
simultaneously due to the tradeoff between fuel economy and drivability.

It is noted that tremendous progress has been achieved in synthesizing EMSs with PMP for HEVs;
however, two major issues still exist. The first one is the fuel consumption, which is mainly considered
in PMP implementation without considering drivability and battery aging together using approximate
engine fuel and motor models. Many related works have been reported on energy management
for power-split HEVs without involving gearshift command for better drivability. Moreover, it is
essential to include battery aging in energy management for improved battery lifetime. The second
one is the heavy computation burden even though some numerical PMP approaches are adopted.
The computational load restricts the real-time application of PMP, especially when integrating a discrete
gearshift with continuous torque-split optimization.

In the light of these issues and missing research gap, as an alternative method, we develop
an approximate energy management based on PMP by simultaneously taking into account drivability
and computation efficiency for a parallel HEV. To this end, gearshift command and torque split are firstly
optimized using PMP to extract a gearshift map. This can then be applied in the approximate PMP
framework to hinder frequent gearshift. Afterward, the approximate PMP that utilizes piecewise linear
models for a parallel HEV is investigated to enhance its computation efficiency while guaranteeing
good drivability and fuel economy. A battery aging model is introduced to incorporate the battery
aging degradation into fuel consumption optimization for the approximate PMP. We then optimize the
torque distribution by introducing the extracted gearshift map and approximated models. Comparative
studies are also performed with DP and PMP to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
To the best of our knowledge, utilizing piecewise linear models of the engine fuel rate and state of
charge (SOC) derivative to devise an EMS for parallel HEVs by incorporating fuel economy, drivability,
and battery aging has not been well studied.

1.3. Main Contributions

The primary purpose of this paper is to come up with a computationally efficient energy
management approach based on the A-PMP, which utilized linear models of the engine fuel rate and
SOC derivative for a parallel HEV. In this method, the drivability, fuel economy and battery aging are
considered simultaneously. The A-PMP with piecewise linear models is developed to optimize the fuel
efficiency for powertrain control by solving the Hamiltonian optimization. The main contributions are
summarized as follows:
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(1) First, the gearshift map is obtained using PMP to hinder frequent gearshift by compromising
fuel economy and drivability and employed in an approximate PMP for a parallel HEV for the first
time. This is essential to the success of the real-time implementation of PMP.

(2) Second, an approximate PMP approach with piecewise linear models is developed to
optimize the torque distribution with the extracted gearshift map. To evaluate the fuel-saving
potential, the optimization problem is formulated for a parallel HEV in terms of drivability and fuel
efficiency. The computation efficiency is also improved for powertrain control, yielding a potential for
real-time control.

(3) A control-oriented battery aging model is introduced into the A-PMP to better integrate fuel
economy and battery aging by considering battery life degradation in the fuel consumption minimization.

(4) Finally, the approximate PMP is evaluated by comparing its performance to the DP and PMP
under china typical city cycle (CTCC) in terms of optimal performance and computation efficiency.
The performance of A-PMP is also analyzed by considering battery aging degradation. China’s typical
city condition is assessed to reveal the optimization performance of the approximate PMP.

1.4. Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The vehicle model for a parallel HEV is detailed
in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the overall scheme of the proposed energy management approach
based on approximate models. The principle of the approximate PMP approach by incorporating the
drivability and the battery cycle aging model is reformulated via an optimization problem. In Section 4,
numerous simulation results are presented and discussed. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Powertrain Modelling

2.1. Powertrain Configuration

A single-shaft parallel hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) is utilized in this study, and its configuration is
presented in Figure 1. The simplified structure makes it more popular in the HEV markets. With a clutch,
several operation modes can be offered, such as motor-only, engine-only, hybrid driving, regenerative
braking, and recharging modes. A motor is located between an automated mechanical transmission
(AMT) and a clutch.
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2.2. Modeling Processes

2.2.1. Engine Model

The engine is complex system that includes many components, and it is hard to precisely model
the engine. For energy management, the quasi-static model is usually adopted since it can satisfy
the design objective (e.g., fuel consumption) for energy management. Thus, the engine model is
established based on experimental data without considering dynamic characteristics. The engine
efficiency is generally determined in Equation (1), which is based on the experimental data shown in
Figure 2 that were obtained by the bench test. The engine output torque is formulated as Equation (2).
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The engine maximum torque curve is fitted as a function of speed, shown in Equation (3), and the
fitting coefficients are obtained by the MATLAB’s curve-fitting tool.

ηe = f (ne, Te) (1)

Te = αTemax(ne) (2)

Temax = k0 + k1 cos(ne · c) + p1 sin(ne · c) + k2 cos(2ne · c) + p2 sin(2ne · c) (3)

where ne is the engine speed, Te is the engine torque, ηe is the engine efficiency, α is the engine throttle
opening, Temax(ne) is the engine maximum torque at the current speed, and c, k0, k1, k2, p1, and p2 are
0.002, 394.6, −198.8, −95.43, 3.788, and −72.48, respectively.
World Electric Vehicle Journal 2020, 11, x 5 of 26 
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2.2.2. Motor Model

The motor can operate in driving mode or in regenerative mode for EMS. The main purpose
of modeling the motor is to obtain the correlation between battery power and motor speed. In this
paper, the motor model is constructed based on the motor efficiency map obtained by experimental
data, which is shown as Figure 3. The motor efficiency is modeled as described by Equation (4) below.
The battery power is calculated by Equation (5).

ηm = ψ(nm, Tm) (4)

Pb(nm, Tm) =

 Tmnm
9550ηm

Tm > 0
Tmnmηm

9550 Tm ≤ 0
(5)

where nm is the motor speed, Tm is the motor torque, ηm is the motor efficiency, and Pb is the required
battery power (kW).
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2.2.3. Battery Model

The battery charging and discharging process is an extremely complex electrochemical process,
and its performance is affected by external conditions, operating environment, and other factors
(e.g., the internal resistance, temperature, open circuit voltage, and State of Charge (SOC)). It is difficult
to build the exact model due to its strong nonlinear characteristics. The internal resistance battery
model is commonly adopted in designing vehicle-level EMS, due to its simplicity. Variability in battery
performance is ignored due to wear, temperature, and age. As a key state for EMS, the battery SOC
dynamic is commonly computed by Equation (6) [32].

S
.

OC(t) = −
Voc −

√
Voc2 − 4RinPb

2RinQmax
(6)

where Rin is the battery resistance, Voc is the open circuit voltage, and Qmax is the maximum capability.

2.2.4. Transmission model

The purpose of the transmission model is to obtain the relation between the torque of the input
shaft and torque of output shaft. For transmission modeling, each rotating component in the driveline
is presented as a concentrated mass, with an assumption of being considered as rigid. Thus, the torque
and speed are determined by Equations (7) and (8) without including torsional and lateral vibration of
each rotating component.

Tout =

TinηGRig(Gear)i0 Tin > 0

(Tin/ηGR)ig(Gear)i0 Tin ≤ 0
(7)

win = woutig(Gear)i0 (8)

where Tin is the torque of the transmission input shaft (Nm), Tout is the transmission output shaft torque
(Nm), ηGR is the transmission efficiency, ig (Gear) is the gear ratio at each transmission gear, Gear is the
gear number, i0 is the gear ratio of the final drive, win is the angular velocity of the transmission input
shaft (rad/s), and wout is the angular velocity of the transmission output shaft (rad/s).

2.2.5. Vehicle Dynamics Model

The longitudinal vehicle dynamics are only considered. The vehicle driving resistance includes
rolling resistance, air resistance, ramp resistance, and acceleration resistance. It is assumed that the
vehicle operates on a flat road, i.e., road grade being zero. Thus, the vehicle dynamic is presented by
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Equation (9) according to the mechanical equilibrium equation. The speed at the transmission input
shaft is calculated as Equation (10).

δm
.
v(t) = Tdem(t)igi0/r−

CDA

21.15
v2

a(t) −mg f (9)

nin(t) = 30igi0va(t)/πr (10)

where Tdem(t) is the torque demand at the input shaft of the transmission, CD is the air resistance (drag)
coefficient, A is the frontal area, va(t) is the longitudinal vehicular velocity (km/h), m is the complete
vehicle curb mass, f is the rolling resistance coefficient, δ is the correction coefficient of the rotating
mass, r is the wheel radius, and nin is the speed of the transmission input shaft.

3. The Proposed Energy Management Framework

PMP aims to obtain the optimal solution by optimizing the instantaneous Hamilton function.
The traditional PMP for HEV is usually implemented using the interpolation method, leading the
distortion to engine map and higher computation burden. Moreover, the drivability (e.g., frequent
gearshift) and battery aging degradation are not well considered in the optimization formulation.
With the proposed approximation method utilized in PMP solution, we obtain a continuous Hamilton
function for PMP with the extracted gearshift map by incorporating the battery aging. This is called
approximate PMP (A-PMP) in this paper. Thus, the EMS of HEVs yields a potential in real-time control
while improving the computation efficiency. In this paper, the engine fuel rate and SOC derivative are
approximated by a linear function of its associated torque (given below) for parallel HEVs.

In this section, a computationally efficient energy management framework based on A-PMP,
which explicitly considers the battery aging for parallel HEV is presented, and its overall scheme is
shown in Figure 4. The proposed energy management strategy includes three steps as follows:
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(1) First, the optimal results are obtained by PMP to optimize the gearshift command and torque
distribution by considering drivability and fuel economy simultaneously. This is realized under China
Typical City Cycle (CTCC), which offers an extracted gearshift map for approximate PMP.

(2) Second, the engine and motor piecewise linear models are introduced into the optimization of
torque distribution, aiming to enhance the fuel and computation efficiencies. Based on the piecewise
linear models, a computationally efficient energy management approach is then formulated with the
extracted gearshift map.

(3) Lastly, the approximate Hamilton function is derived by piecewise linear models,
and a control-oriented battery aging model is then incorporated by explicitly including the battery
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aging degradation into the design. The proposed strategy results in a better control performance for
fuel economy and battery lifetime. This is indeed essential to ensure the potential in real-time control.

3.1. The Principle of PMP

As a global optimization method, PMP can be implemented by transforming the global
optimization problem into instantaneous optimization. In this section, PMP is formulated for
a parallel HEV to jointly optimize gearshift command and torque distribution. The optimization
objective (Hamilton function) is formulated as follows (Equation (11)).

H(ug(t), SOC(t),λ(t)) =
.

m f (ug(t)) + λ(t)S
.

OC(t) (11)

where ug(t) consists of the optimal gearshift command and torque split, respectively; λ(t) is the co-state,

and S
.

OC(t) is the battery dynamic.
The dynamic of co-state is presented in Equation (12).

.
λ(t) = −

∂H
(
ug (t), SOC(t),λ(t)

)
∂SOC(t)

(12)

The state dynamic is shown in Equation (13).

S
.

OC(t) =
∂H

(
ug(t), SOC(t),λ(t)

)
∂λ

(13)

For optimality, to determine the optimal control, Equation (14) should be considered.

H
(
u∗g(t), SOC(t),λ∗(t)

)
≤ H

(
ug(t), SOC(t),λ∗(t)

)
(14)

The constraints should be satisfied in Equation (15) as follows.

Tdem(t) = Te(t) + Tm(t)
Tm_min(nm(t)) ≤ Tm(t) ≤ Tm_max(nm(t))

0 ≤ Te(t) ≤ Te_max(ne(t))
0 ≤ nm(t) ≤ nm_max

ne_min ≤ ne(t) ≤ ne_max

SOCmin ≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax

(15)

where Te(t) and Tm(t) are the engine torque and motor torque, respectively; Te_max(ne(t)) is the engine
maximum torque at the current speed, Tm_max(nm(t)) is the motor maximum torque at the current
speed, Tm_min(nm(t)) is the motor minimum torque at the current speed, nm_max is the motor maximum
speed, ne_max and ne_min are the engine maximum and minimum speed, respectively, and SOCmin,
SOCmax are the minimum and maximum SOC, respectively.

3.2. Optimization of Gearshift Command and Torque Distribution

To optimize the torque distribution, the torque demand at the input shaft of the transmission is
adopted as shown in Equations (16) and (17).

Fv = (mg f
((va

1

)
·(va ≤ 1) + (va > 1)

)
+

CDA
21.15

v2
a + δm

.
v (16)

Tdem = Fv/ig(Gear)i0 (17)

As previously mentioned, the optimal control input includes gearshift command and torque split.
Thus, the optimal gearshift number g(t) can be obtained by Equation (18), which is constrained as seen
in Equation (19). The value {−1,0,1} denotes downshift, maintaining, and upshift, respectively.
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g(t) = g(t− 1) + sh(t), sh(t) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (18)

1 ≤ g(t) ≤ 5 (19)

Correspondingly, motor torque and gearshift command are selected as an optimal control input
shown in Equation (20), which can be obtained by Equation (21) by satisfying the constraints in
Equation (15).

ug(t) = [sh(t), Tm(t)] (20)

uopt(t) = argmin
{
H
(
ug(t), SOC(t),λ(t)

)}
(21)

The engine torque is obtained as follows:

Te(t) = Tdem(t) − Tm(t) (22)

Based on the instantaneous optimization of PMP, the optimal gearshift command can be determined
at each time instant with the driving cycle. An optimal torque distribution is then calculated accordingly.
Furthermore, a gearshift map is extracted from the optimal results under a specific driving cycle,
and employed in approximate PMP to obtain the optimal torque split.

3.3. Approximate PMP

A. Models Approximation

To derive the optimal control of PMP, the piecewise linear approximation is introduced to the
engine fuel rate and the SOC derivative, which can be approximated as a function of the corresponding
torque. As a result, the Hamiltonian function equals to a piecewise linear function as a summation of
the two terms. The engine fuel rate can be approximated by engine torque, as shown in Equation (23).
The fitting coefficients that depend on the engine speed are shown in Table 1.

.
m f = a(ne)Te + b(ne) (23)

where a(ne) and b(ne) are fitting coefficients related to the engine speed.

Table 1. Engine fuel rate fitting coefficients.

ne (r/min) a b R2

800 0.005 0.0761 0.9851
900 0.0055 0.0753 0.9921

1000 0.0063 −0.0053 0.9976
1100 0.0065 0.0892 0.9961
1200 0.0068 0.1229 0.9971
1300 0.0072 0.1326 0.9974
1400 0.0077 0.1691 0.9969
1500 0.0081 0.2020 0.9959
1600 0.0087 0.2261 0.9958
1700 0.0092 0.2699 0.9950
1800 0.0098 0.2177 0.9960
1900 0.0104 0.2660 0.9952
2000 0.0110 0.3217 0.9942
2100 0.0118 0.3575 0.9934
2200 0.0124 0.4377 0.9915
2300 0.0128 0.4923 0.9903
2400 0.0134 0.5848 0.9878
2500 0.0141 0.6348 0.9858
2600 0.0147 0.6877 0.9837
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To further show the fitting results, the engine fuel rate fitting curve is created by the piecewise
linear approximation, as shown in Figure 5.World Electric Vehicle Journal 2020, 11, x 10 of 26 
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Similarly, the approximation of SOC derivative (S
.

OC) is simplified by piecewise linear
approximation, which can be presented as Equation (24).

S
.

OC =


c(nm)Tm + d(nm) Tm > 0
0 Tm = 0
g(nm)TM + f (nm) Tm < 0

(24)

where c(nm), d(nm), g(nm), f (nm) are fitting coefficients associated with the motor speed.
It is observed that the SOC derivative curve (deltSOC) is divided into two regions by the zero

motor torque due to the opposite directions of power flow on both sides. The released battery power is
equal to the output motor mechanical power, which is divided by the motor efficiency if the motor
torque is positive. For the opposite direction, the absorbed battery power is equal to the motor power
multiplied by the motor efficiency. To clearly present the results, the fitting curve is obtained by
the piecewise linear approximation shown in Figure 6. It can be observed from Table 1; Table 2
that the R-square for engine fuel rate and SOC derivative is around 0.99, achieving a good fitting.
Thus, piecewise linear fitting is considered to be an appropriate approximation approach.World Electric Vehicle Journal 2020, 11, x 11 of 26 
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Table 2. Fitting coefficients.

nm (r/min) c (×10−6) d (×10−6) R2 g (×10−6) f (×10−6) R2

200 −0.202 6.049 0.989 −0.075 2.727 0.987
600 −0.620 19.82 0.988 −0.223 8.319 0.986
1500 −1.231 24.75 0.995 −0.712 13.33 0.996
1800 −1.294 10.41 0.999 −0.968 5.577 0.999
2100 −1.751 33.34 0.996 −0.995 15.64 0.996
2300 −1.911 31.76 0.997 −1.099 13.42 0.997
2500 −2.306 54.03 0.996 −1.097 20.25 0.999
2600 −2.382 58.75 0.994 −1.152 22.20 0.997

Based on the approximated engine and motor models, the detailed procedure of A-PMP is
summarized in Figure 7.
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B. A-PMP Formulation

Basically, the A-PMP has the same optimization structure as the standard PMP except for the
instantaneous Hamiltonian optimization. By introducing linear approximation models to the local
optimization problem and calculating the Hamiltonian; thus, the computational load is reduced. In the
optimization scheme, the extracted gearshift map is employed in the A-PMP, and only the torque split
is enforced by minimizing the Hamilton function. According to the principle of PMP, the Hamilton
function is formulated as Equation (25).

H(u(t), SOC(t),λ(t)) =
.

m f (u(t)) + λ(t)S
.

OC (25)

where u(t) includes the engine torque and motor torque (Nm).
Correspondingly, with the approximated models of Equations (23) and (24), the Hamilton function

can be reformulated as a piecewise linear function shown in Equation (26).

H(u(t),λ(t)) =


a(ne)Te + b(ne) + λ(t)[c(nm)Tm + d(nm)] Tm > 0
a(ne)Te + b(ne) Tm = 0
a(ne)Te + b(ne) + λ(t)[g(nm)Tm + f (nm)] Tm < 0

(26)
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The co-state dynamic is presented in Equation (27).

.
λ(t) = −

∂H(u(t),λ(t))
∂SOC

(27)

The optimal engine and motor torque can be determined as follows.

Te = (1−Rratio)Tdem (28)

Tm = Rratio·Tdem (29)

where Rratio represents the motor torque divided by the total torque demand.
In this method, the torque distribution can be optimized by minimizing the instantaneous

Hamilton function Equation (26) to guarantee the drivability.[
Te_opt, Tm_opt

]
= argmin

{
H(u(t),λ(t))

}
(30)

In addition, the optimal engine torque and motor torque should satisfy the following constraint.

Tdem(t) = Te_opt(t) + Tm_opt(t) (31)

C. The Battery Aging Model

In this part, a multi-objective optimization problem by including the battery aging is constructed.
To this aim, a battery aging model is required to blend the battery life into energy management.
Generally, the battery is a complex electrochemical system. Two types of battery model are usually
used to predict battery degradation: cycle life aging and calendar aging model. In this paper,
a control-oriented battery cycle life aging is considered in optimizing the power split. For these models,
electrochemical aging models and semi-empirical aging models are proposed in the literature [33,34].
The latter one is more suitable for HEV control design. Thus, we adopted the cycle semi-empirical
battery aging model, presented in [35]. The battery pack adopts the LiFePO4 cells in this study.
To measure the battery degradation, the battery capacity loss Qloss is presented in Equation (32).

Qloss = (αSOC + β) · exp(
−Ea + ηIrate

RgT
) ·Ahz (32)

where Qloss is the battery capacity loss (%), α, β and η are the fitting coefficients related to SOC, and Ea

is the activation energy (J/mol), Rg is the gas constant, T is the battery temperature in Kelvin [K], Ah is
the accumulated charge throughput, i.e., the total amount of charge that can flow in and out of the
battery during its operation, Irate is the current rate, z is the power law factor.

The accumulated charge throughput is calculated in Equation (33) and Irate is defined as the ratio
of the current (A) to the nominal charge capacity (Ah) in Equation (34).

Ah =
1

3600

∫ t

0

∣∣∣Ib(t)
∣∣∣dt (33)

Irate =
Ib(t)

Q
(34)

where Ib(t) is the current during the trip.
For an HEV application, it is generally realized that the battery should be replaced with a new

one when the battery capacity reaching 80% of the original value [36]. Therefore, the end of life is
defined as 20% loss of capacity. The nominal conditions defined in this study are Irate,norm = 2.5[1/h],
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SOCnorm = 0.35, and Tnorm = (273.15 + 25) K [37], and the nominal battery life is then calculated in
Equation (35). In this paper, the battery temperature is assumed to be constant (25 ◦C).

Γ(Irate,norm, SOCnorm, Tnorm) = [
20

(αSOCnorm + β)· exp
(
−Ea+ηIrate,norm

RgTnorm

) ] 1
z

(35)

The battery life is defined in Equation (36) in terms of Ah-throughput related to specific
operating conditions.

γ(Irate, SOC, T) = [
20

(αSOC + β)· exp
(
−Ea+ηIrate

RgT

) ] 1
Z

(36)

Thus, the severity factor is obtained using Equation (37) for a given cycle, which indicates the
battery relative aging effect.

σ(Irate, SOC, T) =
Γ(Irate,norm, SOCnorm, Tnorm)

γ(Irate, SOC, T)
(37)

To consider the battery aging, the effective Ah-throughput can be expressed by Equation (38).
Generally, minimizing the battery aging degradation is to minimize the effective Ah-throughput.

Ahe f f (t) =
∫ t

0
σ(Irate, SOC, T)

∣∣∣Ib(t)
∣∣∣dt (38)

Therefore, the approximated Hamilton function is reformulated in Equation (39) by considering
fuel economy and battery aging simultaneously. The optimal control of A-PMP is then solved by
minimizing Equation (39).

H(u(t),λ(t)) =


a(ne)Te + b(ne) + λ(t)[c(nm)Tm + d(nm)] + K ·Ca

σ(Irate,SOC,T)
Γ(Irate,norm,SOCnorm,Tnorm)

∣∣∣∣Ib(t)
∣∣∣∣ Tm > 0

a(ne)Te + b(ne) + K ·Ca
σ(Irate,SOC,T)

Γ(Irate,norm,SOCnorm,Tnorm)

∣∣∣∣Ib(t)
∣∣∣∣ Tm = 0

a(ne)Te + b(ne) + λ(t)[g(nm)Tm + f (nm)] + K ·Ca
σ(Irate,SOC,T)

Γ(Irate,norm,SOCnorm,Tnorm)

∣∣∣∣Ib(t)
∣∣∣∣ Tm < 0

(39)

where K is the weight factor for battery aging cost, Ca is the ratio of battery replacement cost of 1 kg
of gasoline.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, piecewise linear approximations of the engine fuel rate and SOC derivative
are proposed to solve the Hamiltonian optimization. To show the workings of the design, a set of
simulations are conducted and the performance of the A-PMP is compared with the DP and PMP.

The energy management optimization (gearshift command and torque distribution) is firstly
conducted using DP and PMP under China’s typical city condition (CTCC) by incorporating the
drivability into the EMS. CTCC represents a typical city driving condition in China, and as a benchmark,
DP is employed to optimize the gearshift command and torque split. To incorporate the drivability,
the gearshift map is extracted from the optimal results by PMP and then employed in the PMP/A-PMP.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed EMS, a commercial hybrid electric bus model is adopted
and its parameters are given in Table 3. It is noted that the models and algorithms are implemented
using MATLAB m.file.
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Table 3. Specifications of the vehicle [29].

Item Parameter Value

Engine
Maximum Power (kW) 125
Maximum Torque (Nm) 600
Maximum speed (r/min) 2600

Motor
Maximum Power (kW) 120
Maximum Torque (Nm) 650
Maximum speed (r/min) 2600

Battery

Cell open circuit
voltage (V) 3.8

Capacity (Ah) 70
Voltage (V) 650

Transmission
AMT gear ratio [3.583 2.22 1.36 1 0.74]
Final gear ratio 6.17

Vehicle

Vehicle mass (kg) 18,000
Roll coefficient 0.015

Cd 0.65
A 6.73

Radius (m) 0.5715
δ 1.04

To assess the drivability for the EMS, we compare the performance of the PMP with DP in terms
of gearshift command and torque split. First, an extracted gearshift map is obtained by the PMP
under CTCC. Second, with the gearshift map, the approximate PMP based on approximated models
is evaluated. Lastly, the performance of A-PMP including battery aging is analyzed under CTCC.
Figure 8 shows the driving cycle for evaluation.
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Figure 8. Driving cycle under china typical city cycle (CTCC).

4.1. The DP-based Energy Management Formulation

According to the bellman principle, DP can obtain a global optimal solution that can be used as
a benchmark. Thus, in this case, DP is firstly formulated to optimize the power split for parallel HEV.
The objective function is formulated with respect to the fuel consumption and drivability (gearshift
command) as shown in Equation (40).

J = min
N∑

k=0

Lk(x(k), u(k)) = min
N∑

k=0

β
.

m f (u(k)) + γ
∣∣∣d(k)∣∣∣ (40)

s.t Equation (15) (41)

where
.

m f (u(k)) is the fuel consumption at k instant, γ
∣∣∣d(k)∣∣∣ is the penalty function to avoid frequent

gearshift, and β and γ are the weight factors.
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According to the problem formulation, the state includes the battery SOC and gear number,
and the control variables are selected as the torque ratio (defined below) and gearshift command,
which are shown in Equations (42) and (43), respectively.

x(k) =
[

SOC(k)
g(k)

]
(42)

u(k) =
[

r(k)
d(k)

]
(43)

where k is the time instant, x(k) is the state variable at time instant k, SOC(k) is the battery state of
charge at current instant, g(k) is the gear number at time instant k, g(k) ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], u(k) is the control
variable, r(k) is defined as the ratio of the motor torque to the total torque demand, d(k) is the gearshift
command, and d(k) ∈ [−1, 0, 1] is defined as follows.

d(k) =


1 upshi f t
0 maintain
−1 downshi f t

(44)

The gear number at k + 1 instant is derived by Equation (45).

g(k + 1) = g(k) + d(k) (45)

DP is a multi-stage optimization process, and its optimal solution can be obtained by a numerical
method. It is necessary to solve the optimal problem backward duration of the trip from the future
state to find the initial control input in feasible region. Thus, the state and control variable should
be gridded at a certain range as presented in Table 4 and satisfy corresponding constraints. To this
aim, the time step is set as 1 s. As such, DP usually suffers from heavy computing time, because the
computation burden increases as the dimension of the system states raise.

Table 4. Variables constraints.

Variables Upper Limit Lower Limit Grid Number

SOC(k) 0.8 0.2 61
g(k) 4 0 5
r(k) −1 1 21
d(k) −1 1 3

4.2. Extracting the Gearshift Map

The effectiveness of the gearshift command and torque distribution optimization is evaluated
under CTCC, computed by the DP and PMP. As a benchmark, DP is employed to obtain an optimal
solution over an entire driving cycle. It is well known that PMP mainly aims at minimizing the
instantaneous Hamilton and thus produces frequent gearshift, especially during frequent velocity
changes. To prevent this phenomenon from occurring, a gearshift map is firstly extracted from the
optimal operating points obtained by PMP. Specifically, the upshift line is the boundary of operation
points between the adjacent gears, which is composed of the lower line and the upper line. The lower
line is vertical and the upper line leans towards the right to improve the dynamic performance.
The upshift line moves leftwards about 3 km/h, which is defined as the downshift line to avoid the
frequent gearshift.

Figure 9 shows the optimal gearshift map for both DP and PMP approaches under CTCC.
The optimal gearshift patterns for both approaches are very consistent. Particularly, we can note from ‘D’
in Figure 9 that there is a frequent gearshift phenomenon without consideration of drivability. Therefore,
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the PMP with the extracted gearshift map can effectively avoid frequent gearshift. This demonstrates
the feasibility of the standard PMP in determining the gearshift schedule. Table 5 further summarizes
the optimization performance. It is noted that the number of gearshift events is reduced by considering
the drivability under CTCC relative to the one without incorporating drivability. It can also be observed
that the average fuel economy of the standard PMP with the gearshift map decreases around 5%,
compared with the one without considering the drivability. The reason is that the gearshift of the
standard PMP is approximated by considering the drivability. Additionally, the standard PMP achieves
near-optimal fuel economy compared to the DP.
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Figure 9. Optimal gearshift map using the dynamic programming (DP) and PMP under CTCC.

Table 5. Performance comparisons for different control strategies.

Methods Cycles Strategies Fuel
(L/100 km) Final_SOC Fuel Changes

(%)
Gearshift

Events

DP CTCC
Without drivability 24.36 0.5954 0 85

With drivability 24.36 0.5940 0 59

PMP CTCC
Without drivability 24.77 0.5996 0 64

With drivability 26.23 0.5989 5.8 54

Note: CTCC—China typical city cycle; Fuel—fuel consumption; Gearshift event—the number of upshift and
downshift; Without drivability—the objective function only includes fuel consumption; With drivability—drivability
is considered to avoid frequent gearshift (the gearshift map is extracted).

4.3. Optimization Performance Assessment

To assess the performance of the proposed energy management, the extracted gearshift map from
PMP is adopted for both PMP and A-PMP to determine the torque distribution. The initial SOC is set
to 0.6 for all cases. The co-state values are chosen as −9100 and −8000 by a trial and error method for
PMP and A-PMP under the CTCC.

4.3.1. The Performance Index

(1) Fuel Consumption

In simulation results, the fuel economy for different energy management strategies is assessed.
We adopted SOC compensated fuel consumption (see Equations (46) and (47)) due to the deviations of
final SOC value from the reference one.

E∆soc =
(
SOC f − SOC0

)
·Qmax·3600·Ncell

∫
Uocv_discharged(1− SOC) (46)
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FC∆soc_comp =
FC− E∆soc

EdieselηdieselηICEηEM

ρdieseldcycle·10−5 (47)

where E∆SoC is the energy produced by SOC deviation (J), Qmax is the capacity of battery (Ah), Ncell is
the cell number of battery, SOC0, SOCf is the SOC initial and final value, respectively, Uocv_discharge is
the cell voltage (V), Ediesel is the energy content of diesel fuel (J/kg), ηdiesel is the efficiency of conversion
from diesel engine output to the motor input, ηICE is the diesel engine efficiency, ηEM is the motor
efficiency, ρdiesel is the density of diesel (0.835 kg/L), dcycle is the distance traveled (m). FC∆SoC_comp is the
SOC compensated fuel consumption (L/100 km), FC is the actual fuel consumption without calculating
SOC compensated fuel (kg).

(2) Final SOC

The final SOC at the end of the cycle is employed to evaluate the performance of
SOC charge-sustainability.

(3) Drivability Performance

The drivability performance indicates that the gearshift would not be ‘hunting’, that is, the rapid
shifting between the same two gears. Thus, better drivability performance means less gearshift event
without frequent gearshift (e.g., frequent downshift and upshift).

(4) Computation Efficiency

The computation efficiency indicates the computation time for PMP/A-PMP, while the consumed
time for DP over an entire driving cycle. Thus, less computation time implies that a higher computation
efficiency is obtained.

4.3.2. Optimization Performance analysis

To achieve a better understanding of the proposed method, the results under CTCC are detailed
in Figure 10; Figure 11. Figure 10 shows the state trajectory using three different methods, i.e., DP, PMP,
and A-PMP. The gearshift pattern remains consistent for PMP and A-PMP since they adopted the
same gearshift map that is extracted from the PMP. It is observed that the gear number shows a slight
difference for DP and PMP/A-PMP, since the extracted gearshift schedule from PMP is adopted
in PMP/A-PMP, whereas both gearshift command and torque distribution are co-optimized by DP.
Additionally, the torque distribution (e.g., engine torque, motor torque) and SOC exhibit a similar
pattern for PMP and A-PMP. Consequently, the torque trajectory between A-PMP and PMP is almost
consistent, so that the approximation of the PMP by the A-PMP was confirmed. However, these traces
are different from the results obtained from DP. This is due to the fact that DP is considered as a global
optimization method, achieving the best fuel economy.

Figure 11 displays the engine and motor operation points for three approaches. It is shown
that the engine can operate in higher efficiency regions (0.35–0.4) for three approaches, whereas the
engine efficiency map for A-PMP is smooth due to the linear approximation. Different from the
interpolation method adopted in previous works, the severe distortion to the engine efficiency map
can be avoided by using the proposed piecewise linear approximation. It is an important factor in the
optimization process. This is interpreted as the main reason why the A-PMP achieves a better fuel
economy compared to the numerical PMP. For the linear approximated map, the engine efficiency
increases monotonically with the engine torque at each speed.
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Figure 10. The state trajectory using DP, PMP and A-PMP.
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Figure 11. The operation points using DP, PMP and A-PMP.

To further demonstrate the merits of the proposed approach, the comparison for three control
strategies is summarized in Table 6. It is noted that PMP is conducted by an interpolation method
and A-PMP adopts the piecewise linear approximation for comparison study. PMP and A-PMP adopt
the same gearshift map extracted from PMP. The computation time of numerical PMP is 7.55 s over
the entire driving cycle, while it only takes 3.98 s for A-PMP. It is also shown that the A-PMP with
drivability improves the fuel economy by 3.5% compared with the PMP under the same headline,
whereas it achieves a fuel economy reduction of about 3.9% relative to the DP. The SOC deviation
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between the final SOC and initial SOC is less than 0.01 for both approaches. The final SOC converges
to 0.6 at the end of the cycle. Thus, the SOC charge-sustainability is well maintained. On the
other hand, the gearshift events are reduced using the extracted gearshift map as treated to the one
without considering drivability. Due to the utilization of the extracted gearshift map, there is no
frequent gearshift for both PMP and A-PMP in the optimization process, guaranteeing good drivability,
especially in real-time control. As a result, the computation efficiency can be improved for A-PMP, and
we can obtain good accuracy. It is concluded that the fast computation speed of A-PMP also renders
that it can easily be utilized for real-time control. Moreover, it is verified that the piecewise linear
approximation of the fuel rate provides an accurate approximation in terms of the efficiency map.

Table 6. Comparisons of different energy management strategies.

Methods Cycles Strategies Fuel
(L/100 km) Final_SOC Fuel

Changes (%)
Gearshift

Events
Computation

Time (s)

DP CTCC
Without drivability 24.36 0.5954 0 85

26.88With drivability 24.36 0.5940 0 59

PMP CTCC
Without drivability 24.77 0.5996 1.7 64

7.55With drivability 26.23 0.5989 0 54

A-PMP CTCC
Without drivability 24.82 0.5994 0 212

3.98With drivability 25.31 0.5995 1.9 54

Note: PMP: the torque distribution is conducted with an interpolation method; A-PMP: approximate PMP with
piecewise linear approximation. Without drivability: the gearshift command is directly determined by the algorithms
(DP/PMP); with drivability: using the extracted gearshift. The computations are performed on a Thinkpad laptop
equipped with Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz CPU and 8 GB of RAM running MATLAB 2012a.

The computation time of DP, PMP and A-PMP are obtained over the 1315 s driving cycle.
As a consequence, the approximate PMP utilizing the piecewise linear approximation achieves

better accuracy with higher computation efficiency while ensuring the better fuel efficiency as
compared with the PMP. No frequent gearshift occurs for PMP with drivability, and the drivability is
also guaranteed by using the extracted gearshift map for both PMP and A-PMP. This means that the
proposed approach is potentially implementable in real time.

4.3.3. Battery Aging Performance Analysis

The gearshift map is firstly extracted by PMP and then employed in A-PMP. To obtain the best fuel
economy, the gearshift map is extracted only considering the fuel economy. In the A-PMP, we consider
the battery degradation. The reason is that there is a tradeoff between fuel consumption and battery
degradation. It is hard to select a proper weight between fuel consumption and battery degradation.
The selection of weight factor depends on the design objective, that is, if one wants to obtain better fuel
economy, then the smaller weight K is selected, or, if one wants to get a better battery lifetime, then the
larger weight K is needed. Thus, there is a tradeoff between fuel economy and battery degradation.
For our work, the gearshift map is obtained to achieve the best fuel economy, so battery degradation is
not considered in extracting the gearshift map. Then, the battery degradation is considered in A-PMP
to investigate the tradeoff between fuel economy and battery degradation.

We analyze the battery aging performance with the extracted gearshift map. The A-PMP strategy
including the battery aging is conducted by minimizing Equation (39). The parameters are given in
Table 7 [35]. Different K are chosen for simulations (note that K is the weight factor for battery aging
cost). The effect of K on battery capacity loss under the CTCC is presented in Figure 12. It is clear that
the battery capacity loss decreases as K expands since more battery aging is considered for a larger K to
slow down the battery aging degradation, leading to less battery power used and more fuel consumed.
On the other hand, the current curve during operation is reported in Figure 13. Similarly, for a larger
K, the battery yields smaller average current value for the operation cycle. Since the most important
aging effect in HEVs takes place in SOC deviations for a given driving cycle, the SOC trajectory is also
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shown in Figure 14. It is obvious that the SOC tends to increase due to less battery power utilized as K
increases. As a result, lower battery degradation is achieved.

Table 7. Parameters.

Parameter Value

α 2694.5
β 6022.2
η 152.5

Rg 8.314 J/(mol·K)
Ea 31,500 J/mol
z 0.56

Ca 950
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Figure 12. Battery capacity loss of A-PMP including the battery aging.
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Figure 14. SOC of A-PMP including the battery aging.

In summary, taking into account the battery aging has a significant effect on the battery lifetime
depleted during the cycle. By adding the battery aging cost, a tradeoff between fuel economy and
expected battery life is obtained. Increasing the K will reduce the battery aging degradation, and thus
longer the battery life. Thus, it is necessary to include the battery aging in the optimization process.

To further display the effect of K on the fuel economy and battery aging, the results with different
K are summarized in Table 8. It can be observed that the battery aging is weighted more as the K
increases; thus, less effective Ah-throughput over the cycle and more aging is expected, whereas
more fuel consumption is observed. In addition, when only fuel consumption is considered in the
optimization process without including the battery aging (K = 0), we can observe the best fuel economy.

Table 8. Results summary of A-PMP including the battery aging for different K.

K Fuel (L/100 km) SOC Final Aheff

0 25.27 0.5995 -
100 25.82 0.6029 4.0973
150 25.98 0.6039 4.0331
200 26.12 0.6046 3.9885
250 26.25 0.6056 3.9241

4.4. Summary of Results

The average fuel reduction of PMP is approximately 5% less compared to the one without taking
drivability into account. By introducing the extracted gearshift map, the excessive frequent gearshift is
avoided. Moreover, the approximate PMP with piecewise linear approximation can effectively improve
the computation efficiency while ensuring a better accuracy than that of the PMP. The approximation
method is considered to be an effective approach without loss of accuracy. As a result, the approximate
PMP with piecewise linear models yields more potentials in real-time control. Moreover, the fuel
economy of A-PMP decreases, whereas the battery aging degradation can be low by including the
battery aging.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, a computationally efficient energy management approach based on approximate
PMP with piecewise linear models for a parallel HEV is proposed. The proposed method optimizes the
gearshift command and torque distribution simultaneously. As a consequence, better fuel efficiency is
obtained with a good drivability to avoid frequent gearshift while improving the computation efficiency.
The proposed design also considers the battery aging, which leads to potentials in real-time applications.
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We can further enumerate the findings as follows. First, the gearshift map is efficiently extracted
with PMP by optimizing gearshift command and torque distribution to avoid the frequent gearshift.
The drivability and fuel economy are both considered by comparing to the DP-based strategy under
CTCC. Second, an approximate energy management strategy with piecewise linear models for a parallel
HEV is developed. Consequently, the proposed method presents a computation efficiency by 50%
as compared with the PMP. Moreover, the fuel economy of A-PMP is very close to the one of PMP,
indicating good accuracy of the proposed approximation method. PMP and A-PMP share a similar
pattern in the torque distribution, which reveals that the proposed approach guarantees the overall
performance in terms of fuel economy, SOC charge-sustainability, and computation efficiency. Finally,
a battery capacity degradation model in the A-PMP is introduced to consider the fuel consumption
and battery aging degradation simultaneously. The results show that the A-PMP can lower the battery
aging, but the fuel economy is decreased. This reveals that there is a tradeoff between fuel economy
and battery aging degradation. This study is a preliminary exploration of modeling an EMS using the
A-PMP. Further studies will be done to develop adaptive PMP to optimize energy management in
various driving cycles. Another possible extension is to solve a more general energy management
formulation by considering both the engine and the catalytic converter temperature as well as including
the emission of pollutants in the objective function. Seasonal weather changes, individual driving
factors, and the impact of infrastructural communication can also be considered by utilizing a set
of driving cycles in the future work. Moreover, experimental tests will be carried out to ensure the
effectiveness in more general environments. Additionally, the battery cycle aging model is mainly
incorporated into the energy management without considering the battery calendar aging model. It is
necessary to consider the battery calendar aging model with energy management for longer mileage in
future work.
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Nomenclatures

Abbreviations
HEVs hybrid electric vehicles
PMP Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle
DP dynamic programming
EMSs energy management strategies
PHEV plug-in HEV
AMT automated mechanical transmission
SOC state of charge
CTCC China typical city cycle
FC fuel consumption
ECMS Equivalent consumption minimization strategy
Symbols
ne engine speed
Te engine torque
ηe engine efficiency
α engine throttle opening
Temax(ne) engine maximum torque at the current speed
nm motor speed
Tm motor torque
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ηm motor efficiency
Pb required battery power
Rin battery resistance
Voc open circuit voltage
Qmax maximum capability
Tout transmission output shaft torque
Tin torque of the transmission input shaft
ηGR transmission efficiency
ig gear ratio of each transmission gear
i0 gear ratio of the final drive
win angular velocity of the transmission input shaft
wout angular velocity of the transmission output shaft
Tdem(t) torque demand at the input shaft of the transmission
CD air resistance (drag) coefficient
A frontal area
va(t) vehicular velocity
m complete vehicle curb mass
f rolling resistance coefficient
δ correction coefficient of the rotating mass
r wheel radius
nin speed of the transmission input shaft
λ (t) co-state
Pb(ug(t)) battery power
ug(t) the optimal torque and gearshift command
Tm_min(nm(t)) motor minimum torque at the current speed
Tm_max(nm(t) motor maximum torque at the current speed
Te_max(ne(t)) engine maximum torque at the current speed
nm_max motor maximum speed
ne_max engine maximum speed
ne_min engine minimum speed
SOCmin minimum SOC
SOCmax maximum SOC
sh(t) gearshift command
g(t) optimal gear number
u(t) engine torque and motor torque
Te_opt engine torque for the flexible torque demand
Tm_opt motor torque for the flexible torque demand
E4SOC energy produced by SOC deviation
SOCf SOC final value
SOC0 SOC initial value
Ncell cell number of battery
FC4SOC_comp SOC compensated fuel consumption
Uocv_discharge cell voltage
Ediesel energy content of diesel fuel
ηdiesel efficiency of conversion from diesel energy to electricity
ηICE diesel engine efficiency
ηEM motor efficiency
ρdiesel density of diesel
dcycle distance traveled
Qloss battery capacity loss
α β η fitting coefficients related to SOC
Ea activation energy
Rg gas constant
T battery temperature in Kelvin
Ah accumulated charge throughput
Irate current rate
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z power law factor
Rratio motor torque divided by the total torque demand
Ib(t) current during the trip
K weight factor for battery aging cost
Ca ratio of battery replacement cost of 1 kg of gasoline
.

m f (u(k)) fuel consumption at k instant
x(k) state variable at time instant k
SOC(k) battery state of charge at current instant
g(k) gear number at time instant k
u(k) control variable
r(k) ratio of the motor torque to the total torque demand
d(k) gearshift command
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